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One of my strongest interests is observing every object that exists in this world. 

Such observation (seeing) is the beginning of my work. 

As an insect uses its antenna to observe, feel and understand objects, my works show the process 

and action of exploring object, of which the line is an important means. The object can be a dish, 

a person, or nature such as a flower, water, or a landscape. The object may even be invisible like 

our thoughts or ideas. I do not have an indepth knowledge of such objects, and I approach them 

as if I am encountering them for the first time free from any pre-conception. My lines are like an 

insect’s antemmas that slowly and carefully approach the object. At times, the lines no longer exist 

as a means of expression, but result in becoming the content of the artwork. 

 

ON LINES IN MY ARTWORK 

My lines have been initiated from my experience of seeing and feeling all kinds of lines in my 

daily life which then blends in with my inner emotions. The variation of lines applied in the long 

history of art also have influenced my lines. 

For example, the fine lines that can be found in the Buddhist paintings of the ancient Korea 

Dynasty was in itself a major force that represented the object more strongly and clearly. 

Cezanne’s multiplication of outlines is considered to be a method that he used to find the most 

solid composition and form. While this may be true, I personally perceived the multiplication and 

repetition of such lines to open up new possibilities in my expression of lines. 

My experience with the vast expression and contents of lines from other previous artworks and 

with the lines of everyday life and nature all have had a great impact on me. Even the 

misreadings that may have occurred due to my own interpretation are of critical reference in 

creating my lines. If it were only possible, I would draw every line that exists in this world through 

every media exists. 

The reason I enjoy depicting subjects such as flowers, plants or other natural objects such as 

water and fire is that they already own a variety of lines as part of their original property, thus 

allowing me to freely conduct variations with my own lines. The traditional and conceptual traits 

of lines such as having direction and being dynamic sometimes are deleted as I continuously 

repeat my lines. Sometimes the only thing that is left is the line itself, in which case the line no 

longer exists as a means, but becomes the content. 



 

ON DRAWING 

I enjoy drawing, naturally due to my interest in lines. 

The refreshing experience of moving the object or concept that has been observed for a long 

time on paper immediately – the synchronousness, simplicity and spontaneity is unarguably a 

unique charm that drawing has possessed throughout the history of art. The fact that the artist ’s 

original perception, feeling and ingenuity can be expressed promptly, naturally and accurately is 

certainly attracting. 

Drawing is a startpoint in my work and consistant and continuous with my work with lines. Hence, 

there can be no distinction between my painting and drawings. Especially at a time when we 

witness the common language, set norms and relationships of expressing art diminishing, and it 

has become something of a trend for the artist to discard originality and expression, my affection 

for drawing with its traits is growing ever more. 

 

 


